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**Abstract:**

A needle-type microrobot (MR) for targeted drug delivery was developed to stably deliver drugs to a target microtissue (MT) for a given period time without the need for an external force after affixing. The MRs were fabricated by 3D laser lithography and Ni/TiO$_2$ layers were coated by physical vapor deposition. The translational velocity of the MR is 714 μm/s at 20 mT and affixed to the target MT under the control of a rotating magnetic field. The manipulability of the MR was shown by using both manual and automatic controls. Finally, drug release from the paclitaxel (PTX)-loaded MR was characterized to determine the efficiency of targeted drug delivery. This study demonstrated the utility of the proposed needle-type MR for targeted drug delivery to MT with various flow rates in vitro physiological fluidic environments.
Chemotherapy is used along with irradiation and surgery in the treatment of various cancers. Due to its efficacy in cancer,[11] there is a great deal of ongoing research on chemotherapy drugs, ranging from cytotoxic to targeted anticancer drugs.[2] However, adverse drug reactions (ADRs), such as hair loss, nausea, vomiting, and loss of appetite, remain problematic.[13] Therefore, it is important to ensure that appropriate amounts of chemotherapeutic drugs are delivered accurately to the lesion to minimize side effects. The use of medical microrobots (MRs) has recently emerged as a promising means of achieving targeted drug delivery; their tiny size and remote control have great potential for minimally invasive surgery.

A number of MRs of various shapes have been developed, including helical-,[4] scaffold-,[5] ciliary-,[6] and capsule-type MRs,[7] for drug and cell delivery. Other types of MRs have also been developed for delivery of cells,[4e, 5, 8] drugs,[9] genes,[4d] surgery,[10] scanning,[11] and actuation[12] in various applications. To date, most MR research has focused on their fabrication, propulsion mechanisms,[6] and applications. Different magnetic fields are used to induce MRs to swim in a fluidic environment with a low Reynolds number. However, previously developed MRs were difficult to fix in a position for long-term targeted drug delivery without a magnetic field. They could be fixed at the lesion but were susceptible to being flushed away from the target area by body fluids. To avoid this, an external magnetic field should be continuously applied to the MR to hold it in the position after delivery. However, continuous long exposure to a magnetic field may have many technical issues and adverse effects on human health.[13] To overcome these limitations, we propose a needle-type three-dimensional (3D) MR that can be fixed at a target position to stably deliver drugs to the target for a given period time without the need for an external force after affixing. Figure 1a shows a conceptual schematic of targeted drug delivery by the needle-type MR, which can be fixed in position at the selected target tissue. First, the drug-loaded needle-type MR approaches
the target microtissue (MT) by swimming in a corkscrew motion with magnetic torque \( T_m \) under a rotating magnetic field (RMF), described as follows:

\[
T_m = vM \times B
\]  

(1)

where \( v \) and \( M \) are the volume and magnetization of a magnetic object, respectively, and \( B \) is the external magnetic field.\(^{[14]} \) The magnetic torque is related to the step-out frequency, which allows for keeping the MR in sync with the external magnetic field. Therefore, the maximum velocity and frequency of the rotating MR can be controlled by adjusting the magnitude and frequency of the RMF; the higher the translation velocity of the MR, the easier the needle-type MR can affix to the target MT. As shown in Figure 1b, the needle-type MR consists of a needle (50 \( \mu \)m in length) at the front, to spear the target microtissue, and a screw part (250 \( \mu \)m in length, 80 \( \mu \)m in diameter from the front view) to generate corkscrew motion under the RMF. The needle-type MR has a 3D scaffold structure over the whole body, to increase the surface area and payload of drugs. The porous structure also allows adherence to cells for targeted cell delivery.

Figure 1c illustrates the fabrication procedures of the needle-type MR. First, the basal body of the MR was formed using a two-photon polymerization (TPP) 3D laser lithography system (Photonic Professional GT; Nanoscribe GmbH, Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany). Next, nickel (Ni) and titanium oxide (TiO\(_2\)) layers were deposited on the surface of the MR by physical vapor deposition (PVD), for magnetic manipulation and to ensure biocompatibility, respectively. Figure 1d, e shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the fabricated needle-type MRs. Multiple MRs were fabricated on glass substrates. To increase the drug loading capacity, the 3D porous part was formed on both the surface and the inside of the MR.

The needle-type MR was manipulated by an external magnetic actuation (EMA) system used in our previous work.\(^{[7, 15]} \) The translational velocity of the MR was measured as a function of RMF frequency, with magnetic intensities of 10 and 20 mT. As shown in Figure 2a,
translational velocity increased with the frequency of RMF at both 10 and 20 mT. The maximum velocity was 714 µm/s with 20 mT at 18 Hz but decreased markedly after a step-out frequency of 18 Hz. Wobbling motion was also observed above the step-out frequency due to insufficient magnetic torque and it was dependent on the magnetization of the MR, the friction and the magnetic intensity.\textsuperscript{[16]}

Fixation pressure measurement has proven difficult at the microscale. To understand the characteristics of the needle-type MR for affixing to a HCT116 MT, a finite element (FE) model was developed using the structural mechanics module of COMSOL Multiphysics (v. 5.4; COMSOL AB, Stockholm, Sweden). Furthermore, two analytical models (Hertz and Johnson-Kendall-Roberts (JKR)) were used to predict the behavior.\textsuperscript{[17]} The calculations revealed that the maximum fixation pressure was about 0.64 kPa in the JKR model, and about 0.82 kPa in the COMSOL model (Figure 2b).

Two methods were used to manipulate the MR: manual control and automatic control. The needle-type MR was maneuvered to be affixed to the target MT (Figure 2c). As shown in Figure 2d (i), manual control was implemented under an RMF that could be adjusted with a joystick. Despite the simplicity of the method, it took about 1 minute to affix the MR to the MT. Therefore, we developed a feedback control scheme for automatic control of the MR, to allow for rapid and accurate control of the MR.\textsuperscript{[18]} By analyzing the position and orientation errors of the MR, the control scheme ensured appropriate rotational frequency and orientation of the RMF. The rotational frequency was controlled to regulate the positional error between the MR and the target MT, and the rotational axis orientation was controlled to adjust the approach direction of the MR to the MT. Moreover, control of the rotational frequency was robust to uncertainties in the time delay estimation.\textsuperscript{[18]} The details are shown in Figure S1.\textsuperscript{[18]} Figure 2d (ii) illustrates the manipulability of the MR under automatic control. Compared to Figure 2d (i), it shows markedly improved performance under automatic control compared to manual
control. The initial conditions in both cases were identical, but the time for fixation under automatic control was significantly shorter (7 s) than that under manual control (55 s). Furthermore, the trajectory under automatic control was much shorter and simpler than that under manual control, so the fixation accuracy of the MR to the MT could also be improved.

To demonstrate the flow resistance of the MR, various flow rates were generated in a microchannel environment using a syringe pump (NE-300; New Era Pump Systems, Inc., New York, NY, USA) (Figure S3). As the results, fixation of the MR to the MT allowed the MR to withstand higher flow rates than under unfixed condition (see Figure S4 for more details). As shown schematically in Figure S5 (e), the height of the perfusion channel was lower than the diameter of the MT. Therefore, only the MR was flushed away to the flowing direction of the medium with flow rate over 40 μl/min (flow speed: 80 mm/s, Figure S4a). On the other hand, the MT was deformed in the perfusion channel and flushed with the MR at a flow rate around 240 μl/min. (flow speed: 480 mm/s, Figure S4b). As some references, the flow rates are 300 and 100 mm/s in the vena cava and in the small arteriole, respectively.\textsuperscript{[14]}

After affixing to the MT, the paclitaxel (PTX, product no. P3456; Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA)-loaded needle-type MR was incubated in an MT culture microchamber, which is subject to mechanical force, to investigate not only targeted drug delivery to the MT but also the stability of the fixation against mechanical force. The needle-type MR was coated with the anticancer drug PTX by hydrogen bonding.\textsuperscript{[19]} The experiment was performed in the MT culture microchamber, which has a tilting platform driven by a 1 Hz motor (Figure S5). The efficiency of targeted drug delivery to the HCT116 MTs was analyzed by inverted microscopy (Axio Observer Z1; Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) using a live–dead cell imaging kit (488/570) (R37601; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) for bright and fluorescence field images as shown in Figure 3a. The merged images are shown 48 hours after drug delivery. For the groups without PTX (-MR/-PTX and +MR/-PTX), the diameter of the
MT was relatively increased compared to the other group (+MR/+PTX). The MR for +MR/-PTX group gradually merged with the MT, while the MT to which the drug was delivered from the MR (+MR/+PTX) became smaller. In qualitative analysis, a lot of red fluorescence intensity was shown in the +MR/+PTX group indicating that the HCT116 cells were dead due to the drug-induced effect. In quantitative analysis, relative diameter of MT in drug-induced case (+MR/+PTX) was about 1.2 times with respect to DIV0 (Figure 3b) which is smaller compared to 1.6 for +MR/-PTX and 1.52 for -MR/-PTX. In addition, the ATP (adenosine triphosphate) contents of the HCT116 MT decreased to approximately 40% with drug delivery (Figure 3c). These results demonstrated the potential of the needle-type MR to improve targeted drug delivery performance with a certain level of flow.

In conclusion, we developed a needle-type MR for targeted drug delivery, where the needle part allows the MR to affix to the MT. The MRs were fabricated by 3D laser lithography and coated by physical vapor deposition. The translational velocity of the MR is 714 μm/s at 20 mT and affixed to the target MT under the control of an RMF. Moreover, the manipulability of the MR was shown by using both manual and automatic controls. Finally, drug release from the PTX-loaded MR was characterized to determine the efficiency of targeted drug delivery. This study demonstrated the utility of the proposed needle-type MR for targeted drug delivery to MT with various flow rates in vitro physiological fluidic environments.

Experimental Section

Fabrication of the needle-type MR: The MR was fabricated using a TPP system. The glass substrate (25 × 25 mm) was prepared and cleaned by ultrasonication in isopropyl alcohol (IPA). Photoresist (IP-S, 50–100 μl, Nanoscribe GmbH) was drop-cast onto the glass substrate, which was inserted prior to laser writing by the TPP system. The writing conditions were as follows: scaled laser power, 100%; and average scan speed, 100,000 μm s⁻¹. After writing, the
substrate was developed in SU-8 developer for 5–10 minutes and rinsed with deionized (DI) water. A Ni (255 nm)/TiO₂ (20 nm) layer was deposited on the MR by a sputtering system. Finally, the fabricated substrates were heat-treated for 30 minutes at 100°C.

*Magnetic manipulation:* A single needle-type MR was detached from the substrate using a syringe tip. For magnetic actuation, the MR (in DI water) was manipulated under an external RMF of 1–18 Hz at 10 and 20 mT using a magnetic steering system (MiniMag; Aeon Scientific, Zurich, Switzerland). To evaluate the MR speed, videos were taken at 15 fps using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (GRAS-50S5C-C; Point Grey Research Inc., Richmond, BC, Canada) integrated with the magnetic steering system. The translational speed was determined by analyzing the videos, which were generated from time-lapse images.

*Drug coating:* The MR was coated with PTX by hydrogen bonding[19] to evaluate targeted drug delivery performance to HCT116 MT. A high-concentration stock solution was prepared with 100% EtOH, and 3 μl of the solution was dropped onto the glass substrate directly and allowed to evaporate to coat the MR.

*Fabrication and cultivation:* Tumor MT was prepared using human colon cancer (HCT116) cells purchased from the Korean Cell Line Bank (KCLB, Cancer Research Institute, Seoul National University College of Medicine, Seoul, South Korea). The HCT116 cells were seeded at a concentration of 100 cells/100 μl in U-bottomed 96-well plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The cell culture medium consisted of RPMI 1640 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Sigma-Aldrich), 100 g/ml penicillin, and 10 g/ml streptomycin. For cell aggregation, the incubation conditions were 37°C, 5% CO₂, and >90% humidity for 4 days. The spherical HCT116 MT were about 300 μm in diameter.

*Hydrodynamic resistance:* Various flow rates were generated in the microchannel environment by a syringe pump (NE-300; New Era Pump Systems, Inc.). In the non-fixed state, the flow rates were controlled from 1–40 μl/min until the MRs were flushed out from the chamber. The
flow rates were increased in increments of 10 µl/min, from 40–240 µl/min; all flow rates were maintained for 2 minutes. The MTs were observed under an inverted microscope (Observer Z1; Carl Zeiss) with a 10x objective lens in bright-field mode.

**Drug delivery to MTs from the fixed needle-type MR**: To evaluate drug release performance, microchambers were prepared on a tilting platform in an incubator. The platform tilting was increased to 40° so that the MR moved from one side of the chamber to the other side within 1 s. The experiments were performed over 48 hours in the control group and the two experiment groups (w/o drug and w/ drug).

**HCT116 MT viability assay**: The HCT116 MT was placed into the microchannel platform and observed using an inverted microscope (Lionheart LX; BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA) with a 10x objective lens in bright-field mode. For determination of cell viability, live cells were stained with calcein AM (ex/em 488 nm/515 nm; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Also, a luminescence-based ATP assay (CellTiter-Glo; Promega Corp., Madison, WI, USA) was conducted using the luminescence measurement system (HTX; BioTek) to determine the viability of the MT.

**Statistical analysis**: All measurements were performed three times per experiment. Quantitative data are presented as means ± standard error. The data were analyzed using SigmaPlot 12 (Systat Software, Richmond, CA, USA). Student’s t-test was used for the analysis and p < 0.05 was taken to indicate statistical significance.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. (a) Drug release method of the proposed MR. (b) Dimensions of the MR. (c) Fabrication procedure of the needle-type MR using two-photon polymerization and physical vapor deposition. (d, e) SEM images of the fabricated MRs. Scale bars: 300 μm in Figure (d), 40 μm in Figure (e)
Figure 2. (a) Translational velocity of the needle-type MR. (b) Distribution of contact pressure calculated by theoretical and FE models. (c) Procedure for affixing the MR to the HCT116 MT: swimming, approach, contact, and fixation. (d) Time-lapse images of a swimming MR under manual and automatic control. (e) Results of flow resistance experiments. (f) Flow rate until the MR was flushed away from the HCT116 MT before and after fixation. *p < 0.05, n = 3. F. R., flow rate. Scale bar: 300 μm.
Figure 3. (a) Bright-field and fluorescence images of the HCT116 MTs under perfusion conditions in a gravity flow system at DIV0 and 2. (b) Relative diameter of the MT at DIV2. (c) ATP contents of the HCT116 MTs. Results are presented as means ± standard deviation (*p < 0.05; ns, p > 0.05; n = 3). MR, microrobot. Scale bar: 300 μm.
A needle-type microrobot was fabricated by 3D laser lithography for stable drug delivery. The drug-loaded microrobot can be fixed to a target microtissue by swimming in a corkscrew motion with magnetic torque under a rotating magnetic field. The results demonstrated the potential of the needle-type microrobot to improve targeted drug delivery to microtissue with various flow rates in vitro physiological fluidic environments.
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